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Abstract - Clothing is an item of civilization which gives most
eloquent expression to the culture and taste of an age which has
both practical and aesthetic values of its own. Two main sub
groups namely ‘Mota Bhai’ and ‘Nana Bhai’ of Bharawad
community lives in Gujarat state of India with the particular
difference in their clothing. Their costumes are colourful,
attractive, catchy, adorable and fascinating. These clothes are
available both in draped style and tailored i.e. cut and sewn as
per the shape of the body. Traditional clothes are still being
used by them. However, these traditional garments are now
being gradually displaced by new shapes and forms, colour,
motifs and material due to the various developments and
modernization. Thus it is necessary to document traditional
clothing of Bharawad community for the younger generation to
understand their tradition and culture before it is completely
change.
Keywords - Clothing, Bharawad community, Kediyu, Bori,
Kapadu, Zalawad, Surendranagar District, India

I.

INTRODUCTION

C

lothing is an art of an expression of personality and
symbolises religion, status, occupation, and sex. From
centuries the culture, tribes, communities, caste and religion
of people have been judged by their costumes. It is possible
for any experienced person to identify a person by the kind of
dress worn. Clothes worn by people are also expressing their
psychology and social beliefs.
India is a country of diversity and there are some
similarities as well as differences in clothing of Indian men
and women. Gujarat is most beautiful vibrant state of India.
Gujarat has a distinct traditional clothing style of its different
people of various tribes, castes and communities live in
Gujarat. Bharawad community is one such community of
Gujarat. They have two main sub groups namely „Mota Bhai‟
and „Nana Bhai‟. There is particular difference in clothing of
both sub groups of Bharawad community.
The former generation of Bharawad community put great
effort to maintain their traditional clothing as priceless
heritage. Government also helping them through arrange
competition of best traditional costume, best chhatree
decoration etc. for Bharwad community in the fair of
Taranetar located near Than taluka at Surendranagar District
of Gujarat state, India. Fashion designers are also attracted by
their costume and inspire to make fashion wear which is lives
a glimpse of the clothing of Barawad community.
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II.

METHODOLOGY

The major objective of the study was to document the
process, motifs, colours, type of fabric used for making
clothing of Bharawad community of Surendranagar District,
Gujarat, India. A descriptive research design was planned.
The interview schedule and participatory observation
technique were undertaken to get complete and authentic
information. The data was collected with the help both
interview and observation method. The schedule prepared by
open and close ended questions, which was deal with
demographic details, process, motifs, colours. Sample
selection was done through purposively sampling method.
The sample sizes comprised of fifty families, ten family from
each city – Wadhawan, Surendranagar. Chotila, Than,
Dhrangadhra

III.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The Bharawad word may derive from the Gujarati word
“badawad”, constructed from word “bada”- sheep and word
“wada” - a compound. In the Saurasthra region of western
Gujarat they exist as two groups, known as the Motabhai and
the Nanabhai. Bharawad community is a follower of Lord
Krishna, they come from vrindavan, near Mathura, Uttar
Pradesh and infiltrated into Gujarat. Bharawad men wear
“Kediyu” and thick cloth around the waist which is called
“Bori” and Bharawad women wear backless colourful
“Kapadu” which is rarely covered by the any veils.
“Ghagharo” is most attractive garment of Bharawad ladies
and it is took approximately two month to done complete
embroidery work on it.
A. Children’s Clothing
“Dagali”- cloth like “Kediyu” and “Chorano” are the
first garment to be worn to the boy child on the sixth day of
birth while “Sadaro” and “Ghaghari” are the the first
garment to be worn to the girl child on the sixth day of birth.
There is a ritual in Bharawad community as well as other
hindu communities that on the festival of Holli, after the
child's birth, the boy is worn to a small “Kediyu” and hat,
while the girl is dressed in a small blouse and a chundi after
which a glimpse of the holly is made.
B. Men’s Clothing
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1) Kediyu: Word “Kediyu” is derived from the word
“Kad”. Kathiawadi “Kediyu” means the garment that worn
on the body till the waist. It is worn by Male of the Maldhari Bharwad community. At first glance, all the common and
uniformly visible “Kediyu” has a variety in sewing technique,
type of cloth and its colour, embroidery and motifs done for
embellishment, etc., used to make it. The respondent said that
this variety of “Kediyu” is the identity of “paraganu” - area
of Bharawad men where they were belongs to.
Fig. 1 “Kediyu” Front and Back

Fig. 2 Parts of Kediyu”
(Collar)

(Sleeve)

(Front Parts)

The former male of “Zalawad Parbhana” worn
white coloured “Kediyu” made from Khadi and cotton fabric,
while male wear worn white “Kediyu” made of by polyester
cloth. “Kediyu” is a sewn cloth. It is made up of seven
separate parts, which are composed of two frontal pieces, one
back portion, two sleeves, a part of the gher - fullness and a
collar. It has non set - in sleeve. The gher -fullness part of
“Kediyu” is about 5-6 meters to 15 meters and the length of
it is 11 - 15 inch. A stand collar is made in “Kediyu”. The
“Kediyu” has a front-end opening and three tie-ups are
placed as closures. “Kediyu” is decorated with embroidery.
Initially hand embroidery was done on “Kediyu” for
decoration but nowadays it is manipulated by the machine
embroidery. The front, back and collar parts are filled with
dense embroidery as shown in Figure 1 & 2. There is densely
embroidery on the sleeve part till arm-shoulder point and
then border has been done on the centre and/ or bottom line
of the sleeve, whereas a small border is made on the edges of
the fullness of “Kediyu”. Mainly the motifs of Lord Krishna,
peacock, flower and flower with branch are used in
embroidery of “Kediyu” along with the geometric shaped
borders and some decorative motifs.
2) Bandi: “Bandi” is a sleeveless cloth worn on top of
body. “Bandi” is a sewn cloth with front opening and stand
collar. There are four pockets in front of it. It is made of
cotton cloth.
Fig 3. “Bandi” worn by young men

(Back Part)
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Fig. 4 “Bandi” worn by young and adult men
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They made some special styled embroidery which
gives a batter effect after drape it on the body. A specially
they made embroidered centreline border namely “Danakhili
khilvat” along with motifs of Peacock, Scorpions, Butterfly,
Flower etc. on both side of it.
4) Pachhedi: Old men of Bharawad community worn
“Pachhedi” – a drape cloth for lower part of body – around
waist, is about 7 to 8 meter white cotton fabric.
Fig. 7 “Pachhedi”

Fig. 5 “Bandi” worn by adult and old men

It is similar to “Bori” but main difference is that
“Pachhedi” has more fullness than “Bori”.
The young male wear red (coffee maroon) and bluecoloured “Bandi”, the middle-aged male worn white-coloured
“Bandi” with red-coloured running stitch machine
embroidery, while the elderly men wear white-coloured
“Bandi” with running stitch machine embroidery of whitecoloured. “Bandi” of young man is decorated with the
machine embroidery. Densely embroidery is done on it by
motifs of elephants, horses, scorpions, flowers etc. Silver
buttons joint with chain used as closures of “Bandi”.
According to the respondent, as per embroidery done in
“Bandi”, it is known by different names, in which the price of
the “Guchaliwali Bandi” / “Zalawadi Bandi” is highest.
3) Bori: “Bori” is an unstitched cloth which is worn by
draping it on the lower part of the body. Zalavadi Bharawad
men worn mainly Maroon, Indigo Blue and Green coloured
“Bori” respectively Green, Maroon and Maroon coloured
border on it.
Fig. 6 “Bori” Drape around the waist of men

5)

Bhet: “Bhet” is a cloth worn on “Bori”.
Fig. 8 “Bhet”

It is worn by folding it in triangle shape and then made a
knot on side waist by knotting with two ends of folded “Bhet”
cloth.
6) Malir: “Mlir” is a black cotton cloth to put it on
shoulder. “Malir” is also available in red, yellow and white
colour.
Fig. 9 “Malir”

7) Melkhayu: “Zalavadi Bharwad” male worn
headdress namely “Melkhayu”. It is available in Indigo Blue,
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Red, Yellow and Green colour which is embellished with
embroidery and printing
8) Paghadi: “Paghadi” is a headdress of Motabhai
Bharawad community. They are worn different kind of
“Paghadi” like “Lal Paghadi”, “Gulkhab ni Paghadi”,
“Dhotiyavali Paghadi”, “Aatiyali Paghadi”. A specially,
Zalavadi Motabhai Bharawad of Surendranagar District is
worn “Chakaradi Padhadi” and “Double Paghadi”.
C. Women’s Clothing
Fig. 10 Bharawad woman wearing Kapadu, Dhushaloand Chundadi

meter length of fullness was made by Gathers stitch which is
now available in six meter length of fullness. Apart from the
previous days, “Gajeyo chhaapelo Ghagharo”, “Rabari
Bharat no Ghargharo” was worn by Bharawad women. The
design of diamond shape of 9 dots and 12 dots was printed in
“Chhapela Ghaghara”. These dots were made in Blue,
Yellow and White colour. Now the design of “Chhapela
Ghaghara” was manipulate by the verity of modern designs.
3) Dhusi: “Dhusi” is worn by adult Motabhai
Bharawad women of Surendranagar District. In which the
“Khilvat Sandho”- seam is made, so that the width of fabric
can be increased and the “Khilvat Sandho”- joint gives a
design look while wearing it.
Fig. 12 “Dushi”

1) Kapadu: Bharawad woman worn “Kapadu” as a
bodies cloth.
Fig. 11 “Kapadu”
Fig. 13 “Dhusalo”

It is a colourful backless and “U” shaped neck line
garment with sleeve length till elbow. “Kapadu” has a back end opening and two tie-ups are placed as closures. Younger
woman is worn Colourful “Kapadu” prepared by different
decorative fabrics while Age old woman worn plane coloured
cotton fabric.
2) Ghagharo: “Ghagharo” is the dress of Bharawad
women wearing on the lower part of the body. Generally
young women wear “Ghagharo”. In earlier times, 7 to 8
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“Dhushi” is a black colour in which red, yellow and white
Gul - dots are made by “Bandhani” print while “Dhushalo”
is worn by old leady of Motabhai Bharawad of Surendranagar
District. “Dhushalo” has lesser weight and thiner than
“Dhusi”. It is only black fabric along with small white printed
border.
4) Tangaliyo: “Tangalio” means the garment worn on
the lower part of the body.
Fig. 14 “Tangalio”
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“Galeto”, “Galbakadiyu” as “Chundadi” – dupatta on their
shoulder.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In “Zalavad parganu” of Surendranagar District, Motabhai
Barawad men wear distinctive short gathered smoke
“Kediyu” and / or “Bandi” with long, tight sleeve along with
“Bori”- the lower garment, “Bhet” and turben/or
“Melkhayu” while Motabhai Bharawad women wear
“Kapadu”, “Ghagharo”/or “Dhusi” with “Chundadi”.
Traditionally their clothing is made by woollen fabric but
now some of their clothes are made by cotton, polyester and
or synthetic fabric. Hand embroidery done on their clothing
is manipulated by machine embroidery. According to
respondent there is saying that if a man doesn‟t wear their
dress, he cases to be Bharwad. One more saying is that Being
Bharwad means dressing Bharwad. The people of Bharawad
community of Surendranagar district are following their
tradition and maintaining their priceless heritage. However
younger generation is not so much interested in preserving
the same therefore the originality of their traditional clothing
is manipulated by the modern designs.
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Tangaliyo was traditionally a 10 by 4 cloth which was
draped around the waist. The Ramraj Tangalio is a unique
kind of motif worn by Motabhai Bharvad community on
special occasion.
5) Chundadi: “Chundadi” is like a dupatta which is
worn with “Kapadu” and “Ghagharo”/“Dhushi”“Dhushalo” by women of motabhai Bharawad community.
Fig. 15 “Gal mendi”
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Mostly they worn chundadi of cotton fabric embellished
by Bandhani printing.some times they use woollen chundadi
with embroidery work done by woollen thread called
“Galmendi”. Bharwad women were also worn “Borjali”,
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